, the journal will see the same high standards of publication quality that characterize Optical Engineering, the Journal of Biomedical Optics, and other SPIE peer-reviewed journals. All papers accepted for publication in SPIE Reviews will be copyedited and typeset before their appearance online, assuring a high degree of readability and understandability. Quite importantly, the online nature of the journal eliminates the cost of paper publication and distribution and allows the incorporation of electronic links within the article, as well as multimedia enhancements not possible in print publications. SPIE Reviews is served by a large and highly qualified editorial board, its members representing to the extent possible the extremely broad range of interests characterizing SPIE itself. It is thus to be expected that SPIE Reviews will publish review articles on a wide range of topics. The first group of papers appearing with the journal's launch demonstrates that range: one is on extended depth-of-focus optical systems, another reviews Bragg grating refractive index sensors, and another covers negatively refracting chiral metamaterials.
